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Meeting:

Since 1958

October 2008

Program

October 18, 2008
Main Feature:

Monster of the Milky Way

Nova Science Presentation
Location:
San Bernardino County
Museum, 7:00 p.m.
Redlands, CA. California St.
exit, I-10 Fwy.

Our program for October is one of the wonderful and well researched “NOVA
Presents” features from the innovative PBS series. This one entitled “Monster
of the Milky Way”
What horrible monster lurks in the heart of our Milky Way?—a Gigantic Black
Hole!

Pre-meeting Dinner, 5:00 p.m.,
Hometown Buffet, Loma
Linda, CA

After the meeting telescopes
will be set up for viewing and
members will be available to
answer questions. Bring your
telescope to observe with us.

No telescope is too humble, and
beginners are always made
welcome!

After viewing the group will
head for Coco’s in Redlands,
Tennessee exit, I-10 Fwy.

It wasn’t all that long ago that black holes were considered just theoretical
creations of astrophysicists -- that is when the concept wasn’t being derided as
nonsense. Now we know that not only are they very real, they drive every
major galaxy in the universe. What else do they do?
Learn all about this fascinating discovery and its implications for the lives and
deaths of galaxies throughout the entire universe!

Join us for a little casual observing after the meeting

SBVAA Officers

Calendar of Upcoming Events

President: Vacant
Vice President: John Deems

909-584-7568

Treasurer:

909-864-0615

Fidel Hernandez

Secretary - Educational Outreach: Chris Clarke
909-384-8539 Work
909-875-6694 Home
Star Party Coordinator: Tom Lawson 909-8828198
SBVAA Webmaster: Steve Miller 626-859-7776

October 18, Club meeting at the Museum
October 25, Star party at Cottonwood Springs
November 15, Club meeting at the Museum
November 29, Star party at Johnson Valley

(Watch for upcoming outreaches this fall and winter.
SBVAA is a popular guest at many of our local schools,
several of which invite us back year after year.)

Newsletter Editor: Jim Sommer 909-792-3587

2009 Astro Calendars

Editor’s Message

Order Now

By Jim Sommer
Black holes! What is it about them that draws us? The
“black hole” might be a dark mine shaft or a small, dark
hole in the desert sands but whatever it is, it awakens our
curiosity. We have to peek inside -- often with a bit of
fear to temper our curiosity. The ultimate black holes, of
course, are those that drive the grand and beautiful
galactic structures of our universe. Oh to peek inside
one of those! Their gravity is so dense that not even
light can escape yet they throw off great jets of ionized
gase from their poles. No light can escape yet the jets of
gas are visible -- how can this be? Although William
Blake was not referring to black holes when he wrote
“The Tyger,” still I would ask the same question as he
did... “What immortal hand or eye dare frame thy fearful
symmetry.”

Club Treasurer Fidel Hernandez wants us to know that
reservations are now being taken for Astronomy
Magazine's 2009 Calendar. "Deep Space Mysteries."
Orders will begin being taken at the July club meeting.
See Fidel or Chris. Store cost is $12.95 plus tax, your
cost through the club is just $10. Deliveries will
probably begin in Sept.

Star Party Planning
From Tom Lawson
As of this time the following Star Party dates are:
October 25
November 29
December 13
December 27

Photo courtesy of
NASA/JPL

Cottonwood Campground
Johnson Valley
Roberto's Italian Restaurant
Holiday Get Together
Johnson Valley

As a side note, it is proposed that those wanting to save
some gas and willing to brave the poor road
conditions to consider Angelus Oaks as an alternate Star
Party site. This is a good option with level ground and
reasonably dark surroundings. However, once the first
heavy winter rains/snow arrives, you’ll need 4x4 drive.

A weirdly wonderful sight appeared to astronauts
aboard the international Space Station this summer
--thin blue clouds hovering at the boundry between
Earth’s atmosphere and the void. The noctilucent or
“night shining” clouds are at an altitude of 47 to 53
miles, where meteors and bright aurora lights are not
uncommon and the atmosphere gives way to the
blackness of space. Such clouds remain a
scientifically baffling phenomenon more tan 120
years after their discovery.

Grandview 2: A BIG Success!
By Chris Clarke
Our late September trip to Grandview was rewarded by warm days and clear, star-filled nights. A small contingent of
seven members made the trek, but we were a bunch of happy campers under the stars! Martin and Nick Carey, Tom
Lawson, John Canino, John Simpson, Owen Robbins and myself, were assembled for two nights of observing, separated
by a lazy, warm Saturday. During the day, the temps were in the mid to upper 70s, and at night, the lows ranged from
the upper 50s just after dark to about 40 around 2:00 am. Most members sacked out by then. There wasn’t any wind at
night, either.
The night skies were stunning, with only a slight airglow effect slightly diminishing the contrast of stars, nebulae and
galaxies in the eyepiece. While viewing at certain powers, this effect was almost neutralized. There was nary a twinkle
to the stars, indicating a very stable atmosphere. In early twilight, Jupiter offered splendid views, with several
background stars appearing like extra moons, while the steady seeing permitted good views of his cloud belts. The
Milky Way stretched high overhead, like a majestic bridge, sporting its bright patches of stars and dark, mysterious rifts.
All manner of scopes were pointed upwards to take in this beautiful display: refractors with pin-point stars, Schmidtcasses hungrily taking in photons, large reflectors secured in their dobsonian homes, a real “pot pourri.” Martin’s 20inch was the biggest on the field and its views of the “Cat’s Eye,” “The Silver Dollar,” “The Pinwheel,” and numerous
other objects made for a fantastic night of observing with that scope alone.
Seeing NGC 891, the edge-on spiral galaxy, made one realize that
our Milky Way is basically the same thing, only we’re sitting far out
on one of the arms. Looking at M51 and M31 gave us good
examples of our own “island universe,” too. The few hundred
thousand stars that compose M13, the dark, spidery veins of the
Trifid Nebula, and the ghostly “Swan” nebulae were simply feasts
for the eyes. The “Veil” and “Crab” nebulae reminded us of the
stellar catastrophes that await gigantic stars, while the “Eagle” and
M42 revealed the birthplaces of stars and planetary systems. All up
there, just waiting to be savored through the eyepiece!

With regard to the usual Saturday evening feast, usually provided by
the culinary talents of our “club chef” John Simpson, the club had
freshly delivered pizza instead! John came up on his motorcycle, so
the “Taj Majal” wasn’t there to be the “cook shack.” Seeing John sleep
in a tent made for some good kidding, as he usually has his “home on
wheels” to enjoy. Glad you came, no matter what, John—you’re
always the life of the star party!
Everyone had a very restful time and enjoyed one another’s company,
whether sharing views at the eyepiece or “shooting the bull” in the
shade. Too bad more members couldn’t have come, but we were a
“small but mighty” group on that distant mountain top.
Hope to see you all there next year for the annual June trip!

A Look Back to Dave Garcia, an Inspirational Club Member
By Chris Clarke
This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of our club. During this half-century, one individual member
clearly stands out. Beginning around 1964, a special man joined this group of amateurs, a fellow named David Garcia.
Dave passed away ten years ago this month at the ripe old age of 86. It’s really hard to believe that that much time has
passed, but it has. For those of you who knew him, you know what I’m talking about, but to those who never had the
chance, you missed out on the opportunity of knowing a truly wonderful person and a real ambassador for amateur
astronomy.
For all his efforts, we owe a deep measure of gratitude to Dave, because he truly embodied the heart and soul of this
club. By the early and mid-1990s, he literally kept the club from becoming extinct, by single-handedly doing most of
the necessary tasks to keep it functioning. Although his official title was “Treasurer,” he wore many other ‘hats’ of
club management. He saw the club go through its “highs and lows” and always maintained an optimistic outlook, no
matter what. His love of astronomy was legend, and he would share it with anyone who was interested.
After years of hard work, he was glad to finally hand over the reins of stewardship to others in 1995. Yet he still
contributed all he could, by attending, assisting and enjoying the activities of the club. Five days before his sudden
death, he was enjoying an outreach, sharing his telescope and friendship to dozens of interested folks, right under the
stars. These simple words---cheerful, friendly and helpful all describe this rare individual who contributed so much of
himself.
So, when we all get together as a club now, lets all remember the man who worked hard and helped to give us the club
that we enjoy and share our hobby through.

“It is far better to grasp the
universe as it really is than to
persist in delusion, however
satisfying and reassuring.”
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Carl Sagan

